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Abstract 
K-Support Vector Nearest Neighbor (K-SVNN) is one of methods for training data reduction that 

works only for binary class. This method uses Left Value (LV) and Right Value (RV) to calculate Significant 
Degree (SD) property. This research aims to modify the K-SVNN for multi-class training data reduction 
problem by using entropy for calculating SD property. Entropy can measure the impurity of data class 
distribution, so the selection of the SD can be conducted based on the high entropy. In order to measure 
performance of the modified K-SVNN in mango leaf classification, experiment is conducted by using multi-
class Support Vector Machine (SVM) method on training data with and without reduction. The experiment 
is performed on 300 mango leaf images, each image represented by 260 features consisting of 256 
Weighted Rotation- and Scale-invariant Local Binary Pattern features with average weights (WRSI-LBP-
avg) texture features, 2 color features, and 2 shape features. The experiment results show that the highest 
accuracy for data with and without reduction are 71.33% and 71.00% respectively. It is concluded that K-
SVNN can be used to reduce data in multi-class classification problem while preserve the accuracy. In 
addition, performance of the modified K-SVNN is also compared with two other methods of multi-class 
data reduction, i.e. Condensed Nearest Neighbor Rule (CNN) and Template Reduction KNN (TRKNN). 
The performance comparison shows that the modified K-SVNN achieves better accuracy. 

  
Keywords: Support vector machine, K-Support vector nearest neighbor, Data reduction, Mango leaves, 
Entropy 
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1. Introduction 

The previous research in mango leaf classification used image texture as the feature 
with K-Nearest Neighbour (K-NN) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) Back-propagation as the 
classification methods [1]. Furthermore, another research in [2] tried to improve the performance 
by selecting some important texture features using Fisher’s Discriminant Ratio, and K-NN as the 
classification method. In this research, we conduct improvement by combining texture, colour, 
and shape features, in order to involve more rich information contained in leaf image. For the 
texture, colour, and shape features, we use Weighted Rotation- and Scale-invariant Local 
Binary Pattern with average weight (WRSI-LBP-avg) [3]; average and standard deviation[4] of 
gray-scale intensities; compactness [5,6] and Circularity [4] of the leaf image; respectively. 
Combining those three low-level features increase the feature size, so that an effort to reduce 
the data in order to speed up the computation is required. 

Data reduction can be conducted by using several methods, such as Condensed 
Nearest Neighbour Rule (CNN) [7], Template Reduction KNN (TRKNN) [8], and K-Support 
Vector Nearest Neighbour (K-SVNN) [9]. The CNN algorithm finds a subset of training data, in 
which the distance of each member in the same class has shorter distance compared to 
members in different classes. The TRKNN [8] method uses concept of nearest neighbours 
chains to reduce the training data. While the K-SVNN solves the problem by removing data that 
has no impact to the decision boundary [9] or data with low Significant Degree (SD). Comparing 
with other methods [10-12], the K-SVNN is good enough for data reduction while preserve the 
accuracy. Generally, applying data reduction process on data training can speed up the training 
process. Unfortunately, K-SVNN method works only for binary class. To solve the multi-class 
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problem, the authors propose entropy to calculate the SD. Entropy can measure the impurity of 
data class distribution, so that the selection of the SD can be conducted based on the high 
entropy. The data with same class distribution has zero impurity, whereas data with uniform 
class distribution has the highest impurity [13]. We use impurity value presented by Entropy to 
calculate SD property of each data. The entropy concept can provide an estimation to the SD 
values. A data with the lowest SD value, which is equal to zero, is a data with no impact to 
decision boundary. Thus, all data having SD or entropy equal to zero, can be removed from the 
list of training data. The remaining data will become the result of the data reduction process. 

In this research we classify 3 mango varieties, namely Gadung, Jiwo, and Manalagi, so 
that we need methods that can work for multi-class classification, such as K-NN, and Support 
Vector Machine (SVM) [13-15]. SVM is a convex optimization problem, which is an efficient 
algorithm to find the minimum global objective function. SVM also performs capacity control by 
maximizing the margin of decision boundary [13]. Apart from all that, the initial SVM design is for 
binary classes. In order to apply SVM to multi-class problems, we use some binary SVM with a 
multi-class solution design scheme. Examples of such schemes are one-against-all, one-
against-one, and error correcting output code [13, 16]. To measure classification performance 
on data with and without reduction, an experiment is performed on 300 mango leaf images, 
each image represented by 260 features consisting of 256 Weighted Rotation- and Scale-
invariant Local Binary Pattern features with average weights (WRSI-LBP-avg) texture features, 
2 color features, and 2 shape features. The authors also conduct testing on Android applications 
using an emulator software and a mobile phone with camera to classify mango leaf. In addition, 
performance comparisons with two other data reduction methods, namely CNN [7] and  
TRKNN [8], are also carried out. 

 
 

2.    Literature Review of Data Reduction 
2.1. K-support Vector Nearest Neighbor 

K-Support Vector Nearest Neighbor (K-SVNN) was introduced in the research [9] to 
produce support vectors. The support vectors have different concept compared to the support 
vector in SVM. These support vectors are part of training data that have an impact to the 
hyperplane function. To get the support vectors, K-SVNN uses two properties, they are score 
and significant degree (SD). The score property is divided into two parts, Left Values (LV) for 
the same class, and Right Value (RV) for different classes of neighbors. The initial value for LV 
and RV is zero. This value will be added by 1 when each data is selected as the nearest 
neighbor of the other data. If the class of two data is equal then LV is added by 1, else then RV 
is added by 1. If C is the set of data classes, ci is the class of data xi, cj is the class of data xj, 
then suppose xi is selected as one of the nearest neighbors xj. The value of LVi and RVi of data 
xi is added by 1 refers to equation 1. 
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Where diff(LV, ci, cj) has value 1 if the class of data xi, ci, is equal to the class of data xj, cj. 
Conversely, it has value 0 if the class is different. While diff(RV, ci, cj) is 0 if the class of data xi, 
ci, is equal to the class of data xj, cj. And vice versa, the value is 1 if the class of two data is 
different. As presented in the equation 2. 
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The SD property relates to the relevance level of the training data to the decision boundary. The 
value range is 0 to 1. As the higher value the more relevant the train data to the decision 
boundary. This research uses the threshold T>0, this means that any small value of relevance 
will be used as support vector. The value of SD is obtained from the equation 3. 
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a. K=3 b. K=5 
 

Figure 1. K-SVNN [9] 
 
 
An example process of obtaining the property score is presented in Figure 1(a). The 

figure is obtained when K-SVNN uses K=3. The training data d1 has 3 nearest neighbors d11, 
d12, d13, since the class of 3 neighbors is equal to d1 (class +), the LV values for each data 
neighbors d11, d12 and d13 added 1, whereas the RV does not, while the training data d2 has the 
nearest neighbor d21, d22, d23. For the data neighbors d22 and d23 the class is equal to d2 (class 
x) then LV value in the neighbor data d22 and d23 added 1, whereas the neighbor data d21 the 
RV value increases 1. The result of the train data d1 and d2 only, for data A1 value LV=1 and 
RV=0, for data A2 values LV=1 and RV=1, while data A3 values LV=1 and RV=0. The process 
is performed on all training data [9]. 

Like the K-NN generally, K-SVNN is also influenced by the K as the basis of nearest 
neighbor. The value suggested by previous research [9] is K > 1. As K gets bigger then the data 
released from the training data are also less, and vice versa. The smaller reduction results also 
do not guarantee higher accuracy. So the determination of the K also needs a high 
consideration. 

The K-SVNN training algorithm can be explained as follows [9]: 
1. Initialization: the D is set of training data, the K is a number of nearest neighbors, the T is 

selected SD threshold, LV and RV set to 0 respectively for all training data. 

2. For every training data diD, do step 3 until 5. 
3. Calculate dissimilarity (distance) from the di to other training data. 
4. Select dt as the nearest neighbour of train data (excluded di). 
5. For each train data in dt, if the class label is equal to di, then add 1 to LVi, else then add 1 to 

RVi. use equation 1. 
6. For each train data di, calculate SDi using equation 3. 
7. Select train data with SD≥T, save in memory (variable) as a template for prediction. 

The results of the support vector search testings are presented in Figure 1(b).  
This search is performed using K=5, with Euclidean distance. Support vectors obtained are 
indicated by the circle symbols (o). 
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The K-SVNN has been studied where the result of data reduction can help the 
performance of classification methods. The research is conducted performance comparation the 
accuracy and time spent for training and prediction [10]. The other methods compared are 
Decision Tree and Naive Bayes. The accuracy obtained by classifier with data reduction result 
is better then the others, but the time spent is longer. The performance comparation to SVM and 
Artificial Neural Network Error Back-Propagation (ANN-EBP) show the data reduction result 
used by K-NN is relatively higher accuracy compared to the others [11]. 

 
2.2. Other Data Reduction Method 

Generally, the data should go through the pre-processing to prepare the data in order to 
support optimal classification results [16]. The most commonly pre-processing are 
normalization, binary, discretization, sampling, faulty data settlement, dimensional reduction, 
and data reduction. The example research for feature is Correlation-based Feature Selection 
(CFS) method for selecting shape features, colors and textures [17]. The data reduction as pre-
processing is also important work. The use of K-SVNN as part of pre-processing of training data 
before use during training on ANN-EBP was also done [18]. The results show that K-SVNN can 
be used as data pre-processing to reduce the training data while preserve training results 
quality. The use of K-SVNN as pre-processing indicates that training time is reduced 15% to 
80%, whereas the prediction accuracy decreased 0% to 4.76%. 

The data reduction research related to Condensed Nearset Neighbor Rule (CNN) 
algorithm [7]. The goal is to get some data that has an impact to the classification decisions. 
The algorithm begins by forming the initialization of the reduction results S by selecting one data 
from each class from the training data TR. Furthermore, each training data xi from TR is 
classified using the reduction data S. If the class is not same as the training data xi then the 
training data is added to S. The step is iteratively repeated on all training data until no 
misclassified training data. The CNN algorithm gets many updates to improve its work quality, 
such as Tomek Condensed Nearest Neighbor (TCNN) [19] and Template Reduction KNN 
(TRKNN) [8]. In TCNN, the training data xi that gets wrong classification because si (of S) is 
selected, then it isn’t added the xi training data into S, instead of look for the same class nearest 
neighbour of si in the TR and add it to S [19]. The TRKNN method introduces the concept of 
nearest neighbour chains. Every chain is related to one instance, and the S is built by searching 
the nearest neighbors of each element of the chain, which belongs alternatively to the class of 
the starting instance, or to a different class. The chain searching is stopped when an element is 
selected again to be subset of the chain [8]. 

 
 

3. Research Method 
The research methodology for mango leaf classification is presented in Figure 2.  

This research is divided into several stages. They are as follow: 
(1) Image acquisition 

In the first stage, image acquisition is conducted by phone cell camera with resolution 
2592x1944. The number of mango leaf in each image is one leaf with normal effect. 

(2) Pre-processing 1 
As the result of the acquisition environment, some of the acquisition results in some parts of 
the image object exposed to high-intensity light, so we have to remove the area [20]. 

(3) Image segmentation 
To get the leaf area, we conduct segmentation by Otsu thresholding method on Cr color 
component [21]. 

(4) Pre-processing 2 
In this stage, we conduct some preprocessing, ie. morphological operations, resizing, 
cropping, and texture sampling. 

(5) Features extraction 
We generate 3 types of features, ie. texture, color, and shape. For texture features we use 
WRSI-LBP-avg [3]. For color features use the average and standard deviation of gray area 
texture intensity. For shape features, we use Compactnest and Circularity. 
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(6) Data splitting 
In this step, we perform data splitting. The data is splitted into 2 parts, ie training data and 
testing data. We use 50:50 splitting, 50% proportion for training data and 50% proportion for 
testing data. We also use 2 fold cross validation to calculate accuracy. 

(7) Training Data Reduction 
This stage is the topic discussed in this paper. In this study used 300 images of mango 
leaves, represented by 300 data generated. Each data consists of 260 features, comprising 
256 WRSI-LBP-avg for texture features, averages and standard deviations for color 
features, Compactness and Circularity for shape features. Due to the large number, it is 
necessary to attempt data reduction to simplify and speed up computation. We explain more 
detail in the next sub section. 

(8) Training in classifier 
In this stage, we conduct training on the system using training data from the results of 
reduction. 

(9) Prediction 
The last stage in our system is the prediction of the testing data. 
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Figure 2. Research Method 
 
 
3.1. Training Data Reduction 

As described earlier, this study uses 300 data. Each data is represented by 260 
features. Due to large data, it takes effort to reduce the amount of data, especially training data. 
The reason is because training data would be reference data read during the training process. 
The amount of large data caused the computation process getting more complex and slow. 

The very old data reduction method is Condensed Nearset Neighbor Rule (CNN) 
algorithm. The goal is to get some data that has an impact to classification decisions. This 
method has got many modifications to improve the results, such as Tomek Condensed Nearest 
Neighbor (TCNN) [19] and Template Reduction KNN (TRKNN) [8]. Another simple method 
based on Nearest Neighbor is K-Support Vector Nearest Neighbor (K-SVNN) [12]. K-SVNN can 
be used for data reduction based on the selection of Siginificant Degree (SD). Data with zero 
SD must be discarded, the rest is the support vector found. Then these data are used as data in 
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the training process. Unfortunately, this method works only on binary classes. In the case of 
mango varieties classification, the number of classes is more than two. So K-SVNN 
modifications are required in order to work on multi-class problem. 
 
3.2. Multi-Class K-Support Vector Nearest Neighbor 

Generally, the dataset processed in classification is multi-class problem. For example, a 
dataset with 3 classes, is presented in Figure 3. The figure display 28 data with 2 features, and 
3 classes. The classes are represented by symbols plus, diamond, and cross. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Example of dataset with 3 classes 

 

 
In multi-class problem of K-SVNN, the authors propose entropy to calculate the SD. 

Entropy can measure the impurity of data class distribution, so the selection of the SD can be 
conducted based on the high entropy. The data with same class distribution has zero impurity, 
whereas data with uniform class distribution has the highest impurity [13]. We need impurity 
value presented by Entropy to calculate SD property of each data. So, the entropy concept can 
provide an estimate of the SD values, where the lowest SV value is zero, means it has no 
impact to decision boundary. Furthermore, for all train data with SD or entropy with zero value 
are removed from the list of training data, and the rests are the result of the reduction. 

The LV and RV scores for each data i in the multi-class case are replaced by the value 
of Vi(k), k = 1..C, where C is the number of classes. Then the definition of the score for each 
data i in class k is defined by equation 4. 
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when selected as K nearest neighbor by the j-th data. Before calculating the significant degree 
(SD) value, then V value for each data has to be normalized using the equation 7. 
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The significant degree (SD) value is calculated using entropy of normalized V value, as in 
equation 8. 
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Furthermore, the support vector is selected from train data with the condition SD>T. In this 
research, the authors use T=0, it means that any SD value would be used as support vector. 

 
 

  
a. K=3 b. K=5 

 
Figure 4. Search result of support vector 

 
 
The proposed multi-class K-SVNN training algorithm as follows: 

1. Initialization: the D is set of train data, the K is number of nearest neighbors, the T is 
selected SD threshold, the Vij for all train data in each class is assigned by 0. 

2. For each training data diD, do step 3 until 5. 
3. Calculate dissimalarity (distance) from di to other training data. 
4. Select dt as K nearest neighbour data training (excluded di). 
5. For each train data in dt, if the class label is equal to di, then add value 1 to Vij whose class 

corresponds to the neighbor's train data, otherwise add value 1 to another class Vij, using 
equation 4,5 and 6. 

6. Do normalization on each di by dividing each class with accumulation of di, using equation 7 
7. For each train data di, calculate SDi using equation 8 
8. Select train data with SD ≥ T, save in memory (variable) as the template for prediction. 

The search results support vector with K-SVNN for K=3 and K=5 are presented in 
Figure 4. When K=3, 18 of 28 data are selected as support vector, indicated by the circle 
symbol. While the 10 other data are not selected or removed from the data. When K=5, 22 of 28 
data are selected. 

 
3.3. The Experiments 

The authors conducted experiment on 300 mango leaf images, each image represented 
by 260 features consisting of 256 Weighted Rotation- and Scale-invariant Local Binary Pattern 
features with average weights (WRSI-LBP-avg) texture features, 2 color features, and 2 shape 
features. We use 2 fold cross validation to test the performance of multi-class K-SVNN with and 
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without reduction. We use 50:50 splitting, 50% proportion for training data and 50% proportion 
for testing data. For classification, we use Support Vector Machine (SVM). The kernel 
parameters used are Linear, Radial Basis Function (RBF), and Polynomial. All tests performed 
in this study using data reduction with the choice of K were 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27,  
and 30. 

We also measure the reduction rate obtained and time spent in each the K options used 
to know how much the reduction rate obtained. The wqwAnd to know the performance of new 
modifications to K-SVNN, we also compare K-SVNN versus other data reduction methods, 
namely CNN and TRKNN. We also use 2 fold cross validation. The time spent by K-SVNN is 
required to know the amount of time it should be provided during the reduction process because 
the data reduction process becomes an additional process in the classification stage. 

 
 

4.    Results and Discussion 
4.1. Data Reduction Using Multi-class K-SVNN 

The author performs reduction rate testing by calculate the percentage of data released 
from the original training data. The results of reduction rate testing and reduction time are 
presented in Table 1. As the result, the shortest time used by multi-class K-SVNN in data 
reduction is 54.81 ms for K=3, while the longest time required K-SVNN was 209.13 ms for  
K=30. The K-SVNN reduction rate was significant, where the highest reduction was 62.00% for 
K=3 and moved down to 12.00% for K=30. The reduction rate is inversely proportional to the K, 
this is because a higher number of neighbors involved into more nearest neighbors data that 
passes into support vector (less percentage reduction). These results can be concluded that 
data reduction with multi-class K-SVNN can reduce data significantly. 

 
 

Table 1. Time Comparison (Mili Second), Reduction (Percentage) 

K 
K-SVNN 

Reduction (%) Reduction time (ms) 

3 62.00 54.81 
6 42.00 64.57 
9 30.00 76.48 

12 20.67 86.70 
15 20.67 117.89 
18 15.33 113.39 
21 12.67 133.85 
24 12.00 186.10 
27 14.00 187.97 
30 12.00 209.13 

 
 
4.2. Comparison of SVM Performance with Data Reduction using K-SVNN 

The authors conducted a comparison of prediction accuracy with and without reduction 
in SVM. The data with reduction will be processed by 2-Fold Cross-Validation. In SVM method, 
the authors use kernel: Linear, Radial Basis Function (RBF) and Polynomial. In this multi-class 
case, we use multi-class SVM approach [13, 22]. The authors use the Error Correction Output 
Code approach, using 3 digits binary code. 

For performance time comparison, the authors compare total time spent SVM with and 
without reduction. For classification without reduction, the authors record the time spent during 
training and prediction. While the classification with data reduction, the authors record time 
spent during training and predictions, accompany with the time used K-SVNN to conduct data 
reduction. 

The performance results for Linear kernel are presented in Table 2. From the table, it 
can be seen that the time used by SVM with data reduction is longer than without reduction. 
This is very reasonable because there are additional steps to do, data reduction. The longest 
time required reaches 360.85 ms and the shortest reaches 190.78 ms. While SVM without data 
reduction requires the longest time of 377.89 ms and the shortest 280.82 ms. The accuracy 
result given on the SVM with Linear kernel and with reduction has the highest accuracy 71.33%. 
While without reduction, the highest accuracy is 71.00%. As presented in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Time Comparison (Mili Second) and Reduction (Percentage) SVM with Linear Kernel 

K 
Time reduction 
with K-SVNN 

(ms)
1
 

Training and prediction time SVM Accuracy of SVM 
With reduction Without 

reduction 
With 

reduction 
Without 

reduction Prediction
2
 Total time 

1+2
 

3 50.09 140.69 190.78 280.82 63.00 67.00 
6 51.83 182.43 234.26 294.46 64.33 67.00 
9 58.39 204.29 262.68 377.89 60.67 67.00 

12 68.90 221.91 290.81 289.61 67.33 68.67 
15 66.28 243.42 309.7 310.32 66.33 68.00 
18 71.32 247.77 319.09 290.08 62.67 65.67 
21 81.16 253.50 334.66 294.56 67.33 70.33 
24 77.43 251.41 328.84 297.58 71.33 71.00 
27 85.53 262.48 348.01 308.66 68.33 68.67 
30 95.59 265.26 360.85 309.79 62.33 64.33 

 
 

The performance results for the RBF kernel are presented in Table 3. From the table, it 
can be seen that time spent of SVM with data reduction is also longer than without reduction, as 
in the results of Linear kernel. This is also due to additional steps to be taken, ie data reduction. 
The longest time required reaches 821.55 ms and the shortest time is 459.42 ms. While SVM 
without data reduction only takes the longest time 771.58 ms and the shortest time is  
561.52 ms. 

Accuracy results in SVM with RBF kernel with and without reduction got the same 
result, 33.33% on all K options used. As presented in Table 3. These results can be concluded 
that data reduction with multi-class K-SVNN can reduce data and preserve accuracy.  
The performance results for the Polynomial kernel are presented in Table 4. From the table, it 
can be seen that the time used SVM with and without reduction is long.  

 
 
Table 3. Time Comparison (Mili Second), Reduction (Percentage), and Accuray  

of SVM with RBF Kernel 

K 
Time reduction 
with K-SVNN 

(ms)
1
 

Training and prediction time SVM Accuracy of SVM 
With reduction Without 

reduction 
With 

reduction 
Without 

reduction Prediction
2
 Total time 

1+2
 

3 55.09 404.33 459.42 577.06 33.33 33.33 
6 70.17 421.59 491.76 621.08 33.33 33.33 
9 60.28 493.05 553.33 561.52 33.33 33.33 

12 80.76 544.58 625.34 660.26 33.33 33.33 
15 96.36 645.45 741.81 665.51 33.33 33.33 
18 110.35 586.57 696.92 718.06 33.33 33.33 
21 138.21 614.53 752.74 771.58 33.33 33.33 
24 125.65 667.41 793.06 666.15 33.33 33.33 
27 138.52 651.34 789.86 706.83 33.33 33.33 
30 160.32 661.23 821.55 699.58 33.33 33.33 

 
 

Table 4. Time Comparison (Mili Second), Reduction (Percentage), and Accuracy of SVM with  
Polynomial Kernel 

K 
Time reduction 
with K-SVNN 

(ms)
1
 

Training and prediction time SVM Accuracy of SVM 

With reduction Without 
reduction 

With 
reduction 

Without 
reduction Prediction

2
 Total time 

1+2
 

3 72.56 411.35 483.91 475.94 55.33 54.67 
6 79.38 568.03 647.41 542.47 50.67 50.33 
9 94.41 465.11 559.52 499.94 55.00 54.67 

12 113.30 542.55 655.85 589.98 52.33 51.67 
15 135.17 583.21 718.38 555.00 55.33 52.33 
18 120.87 458.30 579.17 597.97 48.67 49.33 
21 120.11 508.52 628.63 539.83 55.67 50.33 
24 128.48 499.15 627.63 597.00 50.00 48.33 
27 126.97 627.87 754.84 607.68 53.67 52.67 
30 128.31 558.92 687.23 525.38 57.00 51.33 
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The longest time used by SVM with reduction is 754.84 ms at K=27 and the shortest 
time is 483.91 ms at K=3. While SVM without data reduction takes the longest time 754.84 ms 
and the shortest time is 475.94 ms. The accuracy obtained by SVM with Polynomial kernel 
without reduction have the highest accuracy 54.67% at K=3 and 9. While with data reduction, 
SVM obtained higher accuracy as in Linear kernels. The highest accuracy is 57.00% at K=30. 
As presented in Table 4. 
 
4.3. Comparison of Multi Class K-SVNN with other Data Reduction Method 

The authors also perform performance comparisons with other data reduction methods 
namely CNN and TRKNN. The K parameter used by K-SVNN here is 5, relates to a reduction 
estimate similar to other methods. The alpha parameter used by TRKNN is 1.1. The authors 
compare prediction accuracy when data reduction results are used by SVM at classification 
sessions. In SVM classification sessions, the authors also compared the use of 3 SVM kernels: 
RBF, Linear, and Polynomial. 

The results of the comparison are presented in Table 5. From the data presented in the 
table, it is known that the Multi-Class K-SVNN method obtains the highest reduction compared 
to other methods, the reduction rate is 72.67%. The highest accuracy is obtained by CNN on the 
Linear kernel, 66.33%, but for Polynomial kernel is obtained by K-SVNN, 60.33%. For RBF 
kernel, all methods get the same accuracy, 33.33%. It can be concluded that K-SVNN provides 
a better reduction rate and preserve the accuracy compared to other methods. 

 
 
Table 5. The Comparison of Accuracy (%) with SVM using Data Reduction from Method 

Method Reduction (%) 
Accuracy (%) 

Linear RBF Polynomial 

Multi-Class K-SVNN 72.67 62.33 33.33 60.33 
CNN 72.00 66.33 33.33 54.33 
TRKNN 70.67 61.67 33.33 51.33 

 
 

4.4. Implementation of Mango Leaf Classification on Android 
The authors implement classification of mango leaf varieties in software that works on 

Android operating system. The authors use Android Studio 2.3.3 for system development. The 
testing is done on the emulator and phone with Android version 5 and 6. The software emulator 
used by the author is Genymotion version 2.9.0. The test environment used by the authors as 
follow: image acquisition on one leaf only, the time of image retrieval in the morning where the 
sun exposes mango leaves directly, the camera effect used is normal, the distance between the 
leaves and the camera about 10-20 cm. As shown in Figures 5. In Figure 5(a), it appears that 
the image acquisition can be done via camera or using files stored on the phone. While Figure 
5(b) presents the results of the detection performed. As soon as detection process is complete, 
the 'see results' button can be used to display the detected image and the name of mango 
species obtained. 

 
 

  

a. Capture the leaf b. Result of detection 
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Figure 5. Application of mango leaf detection 

6. Conclusion 
From the experiment results, it can be concluded that multi-class K-SVNN as data 

training reduction method provides high reduction rate and preserve accuracy in mango leaf 
classification. The reduction rate achieved up to 62%, while the classification accuracy on data 
with and without reduction reached up to 71.33% and 71.00%, respectively. This study also 
proves that the accuracy obtained by SVM with Linear kernel is higher than other kernels. The 
performance comparisons with two other multi-class data reduction methods, i.e. CNN and 
TRKNN, showed that K-SVNN could produce better quality of data. 

Suggestions for future research is related to time issue used for training process and 
predictions. The use of K-SVNN increases the duration of training due to the extra time required 
for reducing the data. A sophisticated handling method to shorten the training data process 
could be proposed. 
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